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         Street murders, homicide, spousal abuse, slavery, prostitution, drugs are common 
problems in the United States and all over the world. These ills of society also flourish in third 
world countries. Recently in less than a two week period in Long Beach Calif late during the 
end of Dec.2003, five male youths of Cambodian decent were shot or killed. Many of the killings 
still have remained unsolved, the murderers on the run. Parts of Long Beach fall into the district 
which is under US Congressman Dana Rohorabacher. The City Of Long Beach probably receives 
funding from the federal Government for Gang Prevention programs. We should ask ourselves if 
a connection exists between increased gang activity and funds to the Long Beach Police Gang 
Prevention Programs. 
            In Cambodia July 2003 was a time of historical events. The Cambodian Peoples 
Party "THE LIBERATORS" won a majority in what the International Community referred to as a 
"Free and Fair Election" and "better than the miracle on the Mekong" The majority of the votes 
went to the CPP because of their past history as being the Liberators of the country from the 
Khmer Rouge. The evidence over 149,403 observers. 
         In 1979 Hun Sen the fairly elected Prime Minister along with Samdech Chea Sim and 
Samdech Heng Samrin along with an additional 18,000 Cambodian troops and forces from 
Vietnam pushed the Khmer Rouge to the Thai border and eventually struck a peace agreement. 
For these acts of heroism the people liberated remember where to place their votes during the 
elections of 1998 and 2003. 
 

US POLITICIANS, "MAD COW " THINKING RE POLITICAL KILLINGS IN 
CAMBODIA 

      The opposition to the CPP after receiving a July 2003 election wipe out, has always 
used lies and fraud to deceive the voters, media international community and supporters in an 
attempt to gain political and financial gain. After the 2003 loss two main opposition parties joined 
together to form the "ALLIANCE OF DEMOCRATS "To give themselves creditability, the alliance 
took on a name that sounds democratic. At this point we should all remember that the 
Khmer Rouge called their regime "DEMOCRATIC KAMPUCHEA"  The opposition joined with the 
KR during a attempted overthrow of the elected CPP during a coup attempt 1997 /1998. During 
the time of this attempted coup de tat, US Congressman Dana Rohorabacher supported Sam 
Rainsy and the head of Funcinpec Prince Ranariddh. Dana Rohorabacher met at the KR camp 
with the opposition to the CPP at the Osmack Border Camp with Funcinpec General Nhick Bunn 
Chai. 
        The two failures (Sam Rainsy and Ranarridh) had joined together during several 
administrations in Cambodia and had always broken apart going in their own greedy directions. 
Mark my words the same will happen again in the future. Sadly during the late 1970s and during 
the 1980s US politicians supported the KR and the UN gave the KR a Seat at the United Nations. 
During their reign of terror the KR killed with the help of some US politicians and Communist Red 
China almost 2 million Cambodians. It seems now with street murders in Cambodia out side 
interference by US politicians is still common practice. 
 

US Politicians Claim CPP Is Guilty without A Trial. 
      Sadly a street murder took place in Cambodia Jan 22, 2004. Mr. Chea Vichea was 
apparently gunned down on the street while buying a newspaper. Before any investigations could 
take place or long before an investigations even started the opposition to the CPP created a 
fantasy that the murders were caused for political purposes to intimidate the ALLIANCE OF 
DEMOCRATS' Nothing could be further from the truth. Sam Rainsy a CO Partner with Prince 
Ranariddh got on BBC and without evidence made accusations that Hun Sen and the CPP were 
responsible for the murder and that the murder was politically motivated. Media influenced 
opposition supporters started writing articles and sending emails all over the world to attack aid, 
investment, scholarships and donations to Cambodia. 
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The goal of the opposition is to "dirty bomb" the image of Cambodia so that they can take control 
of the government. 
        The American and world populations should be aware that the murder victim had a long 
history of communist activities and his methods included labor strikes which led to Cambodia 
having a loss of 40,000 jobs to Vietnam. The murder victim was a major labor leader in Cambodia 
which might have been educated in the Soviet Union (where communism was born). He had 
been involved in many labor disputes with factory owners. The factory owners taking a loss had 
more reason to be upset with Chea Vichea than government officials. During the eulogy by Rong 
Chhun at the funeral it was brought up that the victim had been instrumental with an average of at 
least two labor strikes per month on Cambodian factories. 
Does it not stand to reason the factory owners had more of a grudge against the Striker Labor 
Leader  than the fairly elected CPP Government of Cambodia? 
       Not too many months past during a June 2003 strike at a garment factory strikers went 
crazy and started entering private property and tried to burn a factory. At this location a police 
officer was hit in the head by a thrown rock from a protestor and killed. The head of the labor 
Union I have been informed was also present. Is it not possible that family of the murder victim 
arranged the assassination? If your family was killed would you not also want revenge? So again 
without justification the opposition, the "Alliance Of Democrats" make their accusations without 
clear concrete evidence and without careful thought. 
     Sam Rainsy before the election of July 2003 in France told his supporters that if Samdech Hun 
Sen remained in Government that Sam Rainsy would back out of government. Those of us that 
understand the truth are still looking forward to Sam Rainsy keeping his word. As usual he 
continues to lie to the world and his supporters. 
        Although no evidence exists that the trigger man or his accomplice was affiliated with the 
CPP the Alliance of Democrats and their US politicians continue to hammer at the international 
community without remorse. Because American citizens might make campaign donations to 
Senator Mitch McConnell or Dana Rohorabacher their attacks have also been effective as a 
influence with other US Congressmen during aid appropriation spending debates. Unfortunately 
we have all heard that the American economy does better when a war is going on. The opposition 
has also enlisted the help of US Labor head  John Sweeney from the AFL/CIO .This bit of 
information came from the Khmer Intelligence Report dated Jan 24th, 2003 (a biased Sam Rainsy 
publication in my opinion). 
     In an article in the Jan 25th Phnom Penh Post written by Emily Watt it was indicated that Mitch 
McConnell offered 34Million USD if Samdech Hun Sen was ousted out by a vote. A point raised 
by CPP Spokes person Khieu Kanharath was that this was "vote buying" and that McConnell was 
denying the results of a free and fair election. 
Emily Watt also wrote that Peter Leuprecht, the UN special representative of the Secretary 
general for  Human Rights agreed such outside interference could be harmful to democracy. 
According to ABC News Jan 25th 2004, apparently the US Embassy stated  to the effect that a 
investigation should take place. To myself this indicates that a individual or groups are not known 
as the criminals. If evidence was in the hands of the US Embassy they would investigate the 
criminals or those involved with the crime.  

Blaming the CPP has brought millions of USA Aid money to opposition. At the same time 
it has consumed revenue from the CPP which could have been used to help the social ills of 
Cambodia. The opposition with their desire to dirty the image of Cambodia in reality creates more 
harm than help. 
 

Your comments if you agree with the above article click here. Your comments if you disagree click here. 
Your comments if you are impartial click here. 

 
Note: Any and all interested parties and media have my permission to duplicate but not change the meaning 
of the contents of this document. 
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